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Language vs. Logic 
•  A language has “syntax” and “semantics” 

•  A “logic” is also a language  
•  There is a lot more about this … “Curry-Howard correspondence” 

•  A programming language has 
•  “computation” terms and values  
•  often with “executable” semantics 

•  A logic has  
•  “computation” terms and values (with slow “executable” semantics) 
•  predicates and assertions (about computation terms & values) 
•  inference rules & proofs on why an assertion is true 



The Big Picture 

Meta Language: 

Set Theory [Reynolds Appendix] 

Object Language: 

Predicate Logic [Reynolds Chapter 1]	

Formal semantics is always about studying the 
meanings of an object language in a meta language! 

Like a compiler or an interpreter.	

semantic “interpretations”	

Object Language: 

Imp [Reynolds Chapter 2]	

semantic “interpretations”	

Meta Language: 

Set Theory [Reynolds Appendix] 



Developing the world’s most general programming language is hard!  

Developing a rich mechanized meta logic to bootstrap the “world” is more feasible	

The Big Picture (cont’d)	

“Meta-Meta” Language: Set Theory [Reynolds Appendix] ++ 	

Object Language: 

x86 Machine Lang & Model & Devices	

semantic “interpretations”	

 Mechanized Meta Logic: 

Predicate Logic ++ Inductive & CoInductive Definitions [See CiC in Coq] 	
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What makes a good “Meta Logic”? 
A good meta-logic should be simple & expressive. It has:  
•  “computation” terms and values (with slow “executable” semantics) 
•  predicates and assertions (about computation terms & values) 
•  inference rules & proofs on why an assertion is true 

plus a way to introduce user-defined “terms” and “predicates” 
•   inductive data types & recursive functions 
•   inductive predicates & inductive proofs 

plus a way to reason about blackbox or infinite objects  
•  coinductive data types (e.g., objects), predicates, and proofs  



Inductive Data Types	



AST Examples	



Formal Definition of AST	


